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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;In general there are three lanes of play - left, rig

ht and middle. The left and right lanes are also &#128180;  referred to as &quot

;flanks&quot;, and attacking in these two channels doesn&#39;t differ very much,

 except for the possible necessity for &#128180;  left-footed players on the lef

t flank, for the purpose of crossing for example. The middle lane is a bit diffe

rent, &#128180;  as it is the central lane of play, and also where the goal is. 

It necessitates attentive players who can &#128180;  cut through defensive lines

 with passes or play-moves that either vertically or diagonally ask questions to

 the stability and integrity &#128180;  of defence.[13]: 26â��28&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;At corner kicks, and at direct free kick, indirect free kick or throw-i

ns that are likely to distribute &#128180;  a cross, most teams use man-on-man m

arking, even those which otherwise play zone defence. Each player is given an op

ponent &#128180;  to mark, in advanced football they usually have been assigned 

an opponent before the match. Substituting at the time of &#128180;  a defensive

 set piece is regarded as unwise, as play may be started before the substitute h

as come into marking &#128180;  position.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;If the attack was high up the field, such as in or near the penalty are

a, defenders will thus quickly &#128180;  push out, and attackers will then be f

orced to retreat in order to avoid offside in the next move. Clearing &#128180; 

 may be combined with an attempt to hit a long pass or a long through ball. Play

ers high up in &#128180;  the field who are pressed hard, and who are eager to a

void a counter-attack, may in some instances combine clearing &#128180;  with a 

shot. A team composed of good passers and mobile players with good positioning s

kills may more often try &#128180;  to avoid clearing, as their skills make it e

asier to make shorter passes and thus retain possession until they get &#128180;

  out of a difficult situation.&lt;/p&gt;
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